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Enrollment No: _______________________         Exam Seat No: _______________________ 

C.U.SHAH UNIVERSITY 
Summer Examination-2017 

 

Subject Name: Compulsory English 
 

Subject Code: 4AH02COE1               Branch: B.A. (All)  

    

Semester: 2        Date: 02/05/2017   Time: 02:00 To 05:00   Marks: 70 

 

Instructions: 

(1) Use of Programmable calculator & any other electronic instrument is prohibited. 
(2) Instructions written on main answer book are strictly to be obeyed. 
(3) Draw neat diagrams and figures (if necessary) at right places. 
(4) Assume suitable data if needed. 

 
Q-1 (A) Each of the following questions has four options. Choose the most 

appropriate options from the given and write answer of it. 

(10)  

 1.  a. The antonym of the word „expected‟ is _________. 

b.       a) forgive                 b) unexpected            c)  inexpected          d) unaccepted 

 

 2.  a. The antonym of the word „poor‟ is ________. 

b.      a) coward                     b) rich                    c) wealth                   d) impair  

 

 3.  I always go to school _______ foot. 

a) Above                   b) in                          c) on                        d) by 

 

 4.  Neither the boy nor the girls _______ to be blamed. 

a) is                          b) are                        c) was                     d) none 

 

 5.  Nobody ________ present in the last meeting held on Wednesday. 

a) is                          b) was                      c) are                        d) were 

 

 6.  ‘Hunchback Sundari’ is a translation from _____.  

a)        a) Marathi                b) Telugu                     c) Tamil                d) Malyalam  

 

 7.  The complex sentence has _________ verb and _______ clause. 

a) one, independent                  b) two, independent     

c) one, dependent                       d) two, dependent 

 

    8. My younger brother is the __________ student of this class. 

a) clever                   b) as clever as                  c) cleverest      d) cleverer 
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       9. This luggage is __________ than that bag. 

a) Heavy                b) heavier                c) heavyer           d) more heavy 

 

       10. The passive structure of the sentence: „We recited a Hindi prayer yesterday.‟ is 

__________. 

a) A Hindi prayer are recited by me yesterday 

b) A Hindi prayer was recited yesterday by us. 

c) A Hindi prayer were recited by us yesterday. 

d) A Hindi prayer was recited by we yesterday. 

 

    

Q-1 (B) Match column ‘A’ (Name of the Story) appropriately with column ‘B’ (Its 

Character). 

(04) 

            Column ‘A’                              -         Column ‘B’  

        1. The Tattered Blanket                          -     a) Kamala  

        2. Ramu                                                  -     b) Miss Krishna  

        3. Hunchback Sundari                            -     c) Swami  

        4. The Connoisseur                                -     d) Panditji  

  -  e) Vimala  

    

Attempt any four questions from Q-2 to Q-8 

 

Q-2 (A) Change the Voice: (07) 

  1. The owner of the house threw garbage in the river. 

2. He played the piano very well. 

3. I am writing these examples now. 

4. Do you know Telugu? 

5. My mother was preparing Theplas for me. 

6. Students attend the classes of music regularly. 

7. The moon gives us light at night. 

 

    

Q-2 (B) Give an account of Gopi‟s relationship with his mother. (07) 

    

Q-3 (A) Insert the appropriate prepositions of time / place / action in the following: 

1. The player _______ the ground plays cricket well. 

2. We usually sleep ________ air-conditioned room during summer. 

3. Shakespeare was born ______ 1564. 

(07) 
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4. I saw a cat running ________ the neighbour‟s kitchen.  

5. My sister watches serials ________ 8:00 p.m. _________10:00 p.m. on 

Sony TV daily. 

6. I have been listening to this song ________ evening. 

7. This Usha fan is running ________ my head. 

    

Q-3 (B) Why the story is entitled “Father’s Help”? Elaborate. (07) 

    

Q-4 (A) Fill in the blanks using proper form of the degree of the word given in 

bracket: 

1. Alaska is the U.S. State that is _________ to Russia. (close) 

2. The Rajdhani Express is the ________ train in India. (fast) 

3. Speaking in front of audience is my ______ fear of all. (bad) 

4. Mount Everest is _________ than Mount Girnar. (high) 

5. Your home is as __________ as my uncle‟s home. (beautiful) 

6. This book is _________ than any other books of literature. (cheap) 

7. Bahubali is one of the __________ movies in all. (fine) 

(07) 

    

Q-4 (B) Why does Ramu tell the Superittendent that Moti was not mad? (07) 

    

Q-5  Do you think Sundari was appropriately named? Attempt an account of the simple 

philosophy the story gives us. 

(14) 

    

Q-6 (A) Do as Directed: 

i) Give Antonyms: 

1) Death x                                  2) Simple x  

3) Angry x                                 4)  Night x 

ii) Give Synonyms: 

1) Cause -               2) Mad –                       3)  Panic -                                  

(07) 

    

Q-6 (B) Write a coherent paragraph on ‘If I would be a Principal of Arts College…..’ in 

about 75 words. 

(07) 

    

Q-7 (A) What is the “humour” the writer sees in Miss Krishna? (07) 
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Q-7 (B) Identify whether the following sentences are simple, complex, compound or 

compound- complex.  

1. „Kabil’ is my favourite movie, but I also love ‘Jolly L. L. B.’. 

 

2. Divyang and Divya went to a hotel in TGB to celebrate their cousin‟s 

birthday. 

3. The teacher told the story with a tragic end. 

4. I asked him about the murder, but he refused to tell so. 

5. If it rains tomorrow, we would not go out for sight-seeing.  

6. Though he ran fast, he could not catch the fast. 

7. Ram, Rahim and Rekha went to the Alpha One Mall for shopping. 

(07) 

Q-8 (A) Fill in the blanks with appropriate forms of verb. Choose the answers from 

the options given in the brackets. 

1. One of my friends ……………………….. gone to France. (has / have) 

2. Neither of the contestants ……………………….. able to win a decisive victory.  

(was / were) 

3. Neither the Minister nor his colleagues ………………………… given any 

explanation for this. (have / has) 

4. The committee …………hard for better schools. (work / works) 

5. One hundred rupees ………. not a lot of money to some people.  (is / are) 

6. Twenty minutes …… the amount of time it takes me to get home from 

work. (is / are) 

7. He ………….speak very well. (don‟t / doesn‟t) 

(07) 

Q-8 (B) Translate the following sentences into English: 

૧. આજે મારા પ્ા નો જન્મ દદવસ છે. 

૨. સરેુન્રનગર અમદાવાદ કરતા વધ ુગરમ છે.  

૩. પ્રત્યેક વવદ્યાથી એ વનયમો અનસુરવા જોઈએ. 

૪. આણે આવતીકાે દપલ્મ જોવા જઈશુ.ં  

૫. આ કોનો હાથરૂમા છે? 

૬. ચાો, આણે ફધા સાથે પ્રાથથના ગાઈએ. 

(07) 
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૭. આ કોમ્પપ્યટુર સાવ નવુ ંજ છે.  
 


